For a Free America:
"Never let a crisis go by without trying to exploit it for our agenda". Remember B. H. Obama's
reasoning for governing? The new initiative is an attack on the 2nd amendment, the 2nd most
important amendment in the Constitution. According to Thomas Jefferson, the amendments
were numbered according to importance to the forefathers to prevent Governmental
oppression/control and to maintain freedom for it's people.....period. Everyone says the 2nd
amendment to "Bare Arms" is to protect your family, house or to use the gun for sport. In those
days, guns were not considered a sport so that theory does not hold water. The 2nd amendment
was written to allow the people to overpower an oppressive government to maintain freedom for
it's population and that's it. I find it troubling that no one is stating what the 2nd amendment is
truly about. I'm reading a Thomas Jefferson book right now and he discussed the writing of the
Constitution. He said that the countries most people came from were oppressive. People could
not talk ill of the kings or governing bodies or else they were beheaded, hence that is why we
have the 1st Amendment and is considered the most important, which is also under attack from
Obama administration as we speak. In those countries if people wanted to overthrow an
oppressive government using weapons (baring arms), again they would be all killed and
considered enemy of the king or government. This is why we have the 2nd amendment to
maintain freedom from an oppressive government. These new laws being initiated by the
Liberal side of our Government, which by the way is a criminal offense, will do nothing to
provide safety for people (I think Obama/Malloy are going to use executive order to force their
beliefs regarding the 2nd Amendment). A good example of gun control and how it doesn't work
is in South Africa, no guns allowed but there is still high levels of shootings and murders
significantly above the average for all countries. The liberals tried to "trick" us with Fast and
Furious and it back-fired on them (killing over 500 Mexicans and 1 American Boarder
Patrolman, which we still have answers today), again, to try and get gun control (the word
control is their purpose). Obama's belief is never let a "crisis go by". Newtown, Colorado
shootings, etc., was the crisis and now all the liberals are pretending they "care" about innocent
Americans and want to protect them. Look at the states that do not have gun controls and they
have the lowest murder rate compared to states with extensive gun control. Obama's Chicago
has the highest murder rates regarding guns. Having extensive weapons in it's population has
also made America safer because other countries would have a difficult time trying to attack and
occupy us. Why is it Obama is willing to give terrorist guns without checking out their
backgrounds but not allowing the same belief for his own citizens? If these Liberals "truly
cared", they would go after Mental health issues, starting in schools where all the teachers know
the "odd", "different" or "troubled" children. These kids need help that early and need to be
taught right from wrong, and how to believe in themselves to gain confidence and how to love
and be loved...... No, they turn their backs on these children and our schools rather change the
truth about our history to push an agenda.

Warm Regards,
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